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Lo Quin whea from +arola vicicberg dK assassination records appeals, 4/3/79 
dow Urioung and F.u; trritacy act apoeils 

itv has been sone time since 1 received what New usieans Picld Uffice records have 

veen privide: in Coa. %0420. I went over them as soon as it was bosnible, which was not 

very longs after receipt, indicating thos: of witich I wanted copies for my subject files 

ana Tor ap ealse Ti: reaftor much of my time was taken by checking out and responding to 

‘false, doce ptive om. iiwlending afVidavitis mm voto.» ielity but alas, not mam 

an Fpl oe. i uct possible for me to return to these N.O. copies until early 

day before yesterday. Duriny; the past fow duys + have also reviewed some I BIHQ records 

based 9. woieh I also ep, cal denials. In most cases copies; will be .ituchede 

“n g:neral the wearching and processing of these r cords reflects the traditional 

PLL mind-set, that FOIA is a withholdin;: rather than a disclosing statute. There is 

totally unnecessary und unjustified withholding throughout. Some is mere arbitrariness 
with hol does 

and Capriviousnuess. So: is of what the FBI itself testified to before the Congress 
} A 

and also aisclosed in these same rcecordse Some is what the BI agreed for the Warren 

Comis.ion to publishe Some is of whet is and always hdd ben readily available in the 
. 

m “ational arciivess Puc content of newspapers and buoks also is withheld. FLI names are 

withhela wiliy-nilly while they are also disclosed. There is false clain to exclusive 

source or confidentiality of informant. liisuse of (b)(7)(c) and (D) is extensive and . 

in most if not all instanccs without need of justification. (I will identify enough to . 

make this point.) fnere is aisclosure oi what thereafter is withh@dd and is relevant, 

as notes made and files searcned. 

The wititioldd aes are so extensive and in some cases adept that nowhere in these lew 

Vrleans files ure the soecial Garrison files disclosed. liot even their existence, which 

Ll iearned from other records. There are Ua rison intecepts not juclude’, even reflected, 

that have been disclosed to me in several ways prior to the processing off these files. 

(One is in Code 75-1946.) I'1] be surprised if there ure no record:: relevant to my PA 
2 

request within those Garrison files, one of which is ex! je 80 file. (I will provide and 
sotached _ 

explain several/records relevent to my Pa request and not provided undc:> ite) 

4t the s.me tine there is disclosure of what is withhn@éd from all other searches I



recall in all other cases, such as how indices are seerched as well as the existence of 

files on pe:sons whose nies were searched through the indices. (The F.::I does not withhold 

where it does not agree with the political views of those mums whose names are. searched. 

For thou there is no concern over PLLVACY o Yep in other cases it claims the need to 

Withhold existence of a file even when it discloses the names. ) 

The FBI provided information to the Attorney “eneral relating to Clay Shaw that is 

not provided or even referred toe The information Was later alleged to have been ins 

accurate and was apolegized for in an official statement also not included or even re= 

ferred to. (Garrison had Clay Shaw charged with conspiracy to kill JFK, with David Ferrie. 

and Lee Harvey Oswald.) 

Tbe FBI also provided recorés to private persons, including commercial investigators, 

that it has not provided in this case. Hy lnowledge comes from copies in my possession not 

rt Fon the FEI but from the files of these commercial investigative services with whom the : 

¢ has its own tradi tinal relationships and deals. I cite one illustration, information: 

pn and telsping to the late David Ferrie. 

ie (as a mater of fact during the days of the Garrison fiasco there were anti-Garrison | 

meetings in the FBI NO ip. Virtually parties. These included Ferrie and the Presse There — 4 

is no indication of this in the records provided. Some oi those present made notes L have.) 

The extent of the anti-Garrison opertion is indicated Saw a few of eos New Orleans 

recordsSe One has to do with special overtime work by large numbers of employees. ‘The FBI 

al So had at least one inside source I've made no effort to identify. 

There are virtually no records rolatiing) the so~called "gritics" who were in “ew 

Orleans, including mee I am certain that the FBI assumed I was in Veprison's pocket, 

which is not the case at all. This general attitude continued to the time of the Shaw 

trial, when despite its extensive coverage the FSI does not provide the. publigfea mis- 

inf onuati.on that I sat at the counsel table. In fact I was never in that court room and 

left New Orleans Rak orc: trial began. I never laid eyes on Shaw. 

However, I did speak %o a number of informers and SOUrces which is not reflected in 
onl 

the records provided. (One instance was under Pep)



    

     

      

   
       

  

How the FBI has its information filed is not iy concerns Tatil ting sean 

e ‘so-called Oswald and administrative/investigative of 100 and. 89 files: automa’ 

excluded information that is relevant and that the FBI knew and mows it has; 

The existence of indices by means of which compliance could fone 

disclosed in the records ! have, th ty ate nat p r wrded. 
the processing 

‘There is no reflection infthe records. provided of historical-case ¢ Cee 
— Phere abe whensive 

| Yeatecedeang Wino ines that are not normally sustifieds, The clear intent “ 

withhold, not to disclose historically important information. Adequate samples " 

attached bogether with the proof that the withheld information was public domain, 

While on the one hand the PBI withheld even from the Warren Comission, which: 

   

    
    

     
      

  

reflects a desire to sone to withbla, on the other hand, Yaiagver the le, ali ty. - 

~ propriety of its Garrisin interest he vas accusing it of everything under the $4 

ae totus certain whether he made more ascusations against the FBI than the cn 

accusations were many ageinst both. | oe 

Mile the FBI wa Chiesa the public domain | by. referral, to ‘the CTA shit ia 2 

(BI supervisory emned 4 and oshers at discloses the name. of the CIA's "field 

  

Ae in N.0. while simultaneously swearing to federal courts that it is forbidden to. 

hake such disclosufes. ) | Slay ” 4 

tt There hirviing been no federal law violation at. the tdaea the President was killed 

~ NO FO decided to make it an assaulting a federal officer case, this the 69 file, 

| The first Serial in this file discloses that Sas were idetyaoted * inode notes that 

‘ ‘have not been provided. The claims to privacy are not justified and the sintered to a9 

: aaaee extent is public, including in Warren Commission wecordss There is ii 

  

in disclosing and withholding erp information on the ‘phe eae, 3 

The Indices Search Slip referred to in Serial 35 is not neuvided. I pelieve the phone 

- company: sourée is. also disclosed while here withheld. i Mest search sl ups ane withheld J 

2 daptad 50 ‘ts the kind of information that does not meet standards for 7D and the 

Name is public in any event, beginning with FBI records never withheld. This is hardly 

a full and complete account of what this man, known to mie, told the NO FO if inet hes



directly to the SAC, which I am inclined to doubt. Much other information about him is 
withheld. He is "Ricardo" Davis, whose name is Richard Rudolphe I have had several long 

  

écnverch tions with him on his initiative after he read one of my books and ‘Phoned me. He 

is quite a vidober. Ko had then moved to Houstone He was involved in several. FBI investi- 

gations that are historically important in this case and are in part in records available 

at the Archives, if not reflected at all in ee ceast He ran a few Orleans racket, 

an anti-Yastro so-called training camp on the north side of Lake Pontchartrain. It was 

a means of getting money. He broke the camp up when warned by federal officials after a 

nearby one was forced to be raided by the FBL, of stim which there also is no pefisbtton 

=n the records provided, althouvh it was in the newspapers and connected with high Mafia 
Altheu 4 

types. (dxeteetAfhis became an integral part of the War.en investigation and ees 
He NY. Adee 

SSeS aE Ss =     
report of carelessness with explosives led to the FBI raid and the girl friend. who sccoupanied, 

ae 
Davis on what she desexihed as a very wild trip over” shell roads to alert Davis? gang to 

   

Beram.e ‘wo FBI sources named Carlos Bringuier and Carlos oniroge et get those men out 

  

i 

¢ ‘the New Orleans area. Again, not reflected in the records provided. Nor is the. ‘report 

of the Louisiana stute police, ehich without doubt gave its report to the FBI. The investi- ae 

gation was by the baton Rouge Barracks, not the nearby Sf. Tammany P. arish barrackse’ Pictures: a 

. also were taken “by the police authorities. I had good sources in two of them outside { 
S, 

' Or. jeans Pacis and have a set of pictures of that camp. ormation from the State ‘police ~ 
\ An oun re ead of recade, 

is indicated as | Ma elas I believe improperly. One was a Major Trosclair, There are 

other records in which Davis name is withhled in these so-called historical case ‘releases 

where it was not withheld by the FBI in 4965 65» before there was a FOIA. noe 

4 = Sovial di whether or not ortlinarily properly, as I believe not, withhods the 

_ name of a postal inspectore “his name is in the available Commission records and was. the 

—S gubject of published testinony. 

5) Whether or not there is today a real bi claim possible for Serial TT and whether or 

ee not it was legitimately bi at tie tine the record was jade it is apparent that there is 

reasonably segregable information in the obliterated paragraph on page 1. If nothing else



it is the identification of Clark, who then was aSAc » There is no indication that this sh 

(and the other b1 meconds) was classified prior to my information requests. The first 
dated classification is 3/ 18. 

I have the same questions relating to Serial 79 in which Clark is iden} tigis : 

Serial &4 is another of the records withholding Ricardo Davis' name, Too baa the | _ Cond flask G-) 
FBI withheld the intenviea report referred tos I'd like to see how eraphically Sits told     
the FBI gy about how he - identified those he regarded as the vdeset: people for: ihe, New 
York City Yolice horses to trample. Or whether he told it all about his "camp® end ‘tts. 
breakup ond its importance in establishing what can be interpreted as an Oswald Nearer.” 
The name written on the bottom of the record is not that of either of the SAs..whose : 

reports are of less than an investigation of the Davis camp, connected with theft so~ 
called Christian Demperatic Movement or CDK, I'm also interested if he gave the FBI & name 

that a decade later became well known, Jack Caulfield, as I believe he might haves Mee, : f 

| pe Caulfield. Dans wink ol w ith thud N4APD wnt. 
© Serial 95 is of interest for more than a claim to b1 when the rest of the record 

spaicates no logical basis for the Claims I'm attaching the first two nies only Tho 

mythologics, both official ond originating with the FEI, relate to this record. The    

“Fe rdJis not coniplete, as iu not indicating the other Ferrie records the TEL, had and 
ia 

oe not. siatdie how it came that Voebel tadvd sed he knew OSWALD" in junior high, where. they 

  

wene indeed friends. There should be a prior record and other related recordse Important 

~ is the 

  

on page 2 and probably a point at which the record was censored in its cea i 

first eeetidase iit the virst full paragraph, that "he and OSWALD were members of the Civil 

Air Patrol with Captain’ DAVE FERRITE." 
; 

Ihave to enter a guilty plea to having been the one who brought the Ferrie name to 

ee attention. I cannot assume responsibility for. the nythologies that followed. 2 They 
th 

whrek » are a natural gonsequence of Gmproper official SUuppressiLons anid misrepre sentajfons wees 

ene m4 extended even to the censoring. of the fee Warren Comission ° 
SUPP ressssns 

: ve transcriptse ae the 1 Mo congenial to ite and the Comnlaniipn 

preconceptions.s 

      

   



     

    

    
        
      

  

    

   

        
    
      

It was pretended that Oswald was not €@ member of the CAP and that Ferrie then had 

no connection with it. The FSI has the same picture I have of Oswald in his Coe uniforms 

It had end for years path ld without sanction in the Act or ee much other se 

relevant information. It still withholds records it must. have that “ _ obtained. indizectiy. 
GA 

from its sources, including membership lists. Of the possible Pei sintd ies fox ‘this in 

addition to the foregoing connection with Ferrie IS the fact.: that an FBI SORES) 2 

both Voebel and Oswald into. the CAP. He was an FBI source as a member of. the New rleans 

tolice Department vice squad. 4e was also a schoolmate of birth. He is “rederic 

Livan. He lied under oath about Ferrie in Commission deposition, which is at feos censored. 

parte Relevant recoeds are among the very few compliances with, ny requests of +) 

ment during the Hitchell—Kleindienst FOIA regimes Bxanination of those records. 

no basis for the years of withholding other than suppression of what officialdom anted : 

to suppresses Your own examination, of the FBI's set or mine, 3 3 , 

& i Another mythology is that one Jack S Martin, whose right 1 name I think is. 

ib responsible for the disclosure to Garrison of an allega’ Pempto~Osvala comegtiion, 

Phis is not itrua although it dates to the time of the assassination. What this. Aovenbor 25: 

mejor (after Feriie's arrest) does not disclose is the Noveuber 2 cigolosures by Vosbel 

Of New Ovleans TV. I doubt. that for three days after the TV broadcast the FBI had no 

‘ndkisia. Kore appears to be involved from my personal. investigations. O'Sullivan. haa other 

and later involvements. 

Phillip Geraci Ill”was present when Oawald went to the store of one Carlos ‘Bringuier, 

si picked the pe with Oswald that led to all the attention. Oswald received in New 

Orleans and "proof "of which he took to Mexico allegedly to establish ie Seaiigy: credenti 

(eats c He wanufactured others by fh a "Fair Play for Cuba. Comittee” Ge his own Stine (an    
area of FBI withholding in records I'11 come to later). This an, area of saueh Ising, begin= 

a 

ning with the FBI and extending to the alteration of the. transcript of Geraci's Commission 

deposition, the typescript, of which 1 have. Bringuier lied, The also=lnowing Secret Service 

content itself with silence while presenting proof of the lying to the Commissions This 

(mie all relates to the raid referred to above with Davis, used by Bringuier to Gate his first 

 



1. If these and other record to which I refer in this manner are in d .S ; 

redords they are heyond retrieval because of the FBI's om "previously proc 

mechanism and lack of adequate worksheet description. 

    2. Martin was a NO FO source, for Regis Kennedy I know, whether or not : 

other SAs. 
| 

3» With his chum Bill Dwyer, whose mother I interviewed. No-reference to ett 

  

in the NO FO records. The earliest in the Commission records, from 89-69, is: da 

11/29/63. All three Geracis told me the FBI was there much earlier. Maybe it. 

friend, Vance Blalock, I've forgotten mid am not checkings Bringuier then 
Rocae 

Casa fui. Later he moved a few doors and to the name Casa Cuba. 

eg
he
ig
nb
et
 
ta
d 

 



. the Commission, + also interviewed Bringuier and others often. on ‘the Same 

  

og the son was in VN, then Geraci, interviewed along with his nother, at my request ia he - 

  

: k& had been subpoenaed by Garrison and had ignored the swbnoeibe ‘when ‘the Rea Gross sreiaiaiel 

“the family lawyer controlling the mike switch, at my sug sgestion. I have the vapene 

    

    
    

    

    

     
      

meeting with and alleged suspicion of Oswald, (Bringuier Was an FBI and CIA. 

Lt may help to recall his nidnane among fellow ee El Bdfurides, x 

told means not stupid but Phe Stupidity. ) 

CSerial %) — Cberatur) The Egchange Alley in the Voebel report, Was behind the Stree on n Which Eychange A sy ! hgd his store, iS where Oswald lived when in junior highs 

The FBI found Geraci, interviewed him, his parents and others, and provided kn + a 

Bringuier's false cover story, ‘protected by the FBI and the Comission 

Skicrations of the typescript, is that he fi pst met Oswald when. Geraci was ee 

Store inmediately after the 7/31/64 FBI raid on the antiCastro explosives i: 
Pérish, which was neparted in the New Orleans papers. Bringuier dated this at A 
> at different times but never before the raid. Tn actuality it Wap in May 

  

no éonuceties with the ‘ae raide 

> 
‘ (Following this vais there was further hardening of national aRIAeT 

    
From my own -Anguiejes I was familiar with Geraci's netonyy imeluding the. 

Parish juvenile record and report by a sergeant whose name t: recall as Bourne. { 

searching old records.) A Seo et dave friend of Geraci was a navefink ana a source for me. other, 2ar yer Ga dhe create wee She figures slightly in Bi Lecords 1 ane hothe Sr OF TOT emanate 7 
is without question and doubly confirmed.       

    

My other sources include both of Geraci's parents befoxe:: his father was rinies, when, 

‘presence ‘of the. family lawyer because I wanted to protect this. very welinenable 

  

him to the U.S. I was able to make a deal with tie Garrison office to oy the ‘subpoena ; 

  

if the kid talked to me and I told them anything relevant. The interview was taped with 

a 

What follows is fact to which I pytend no meaning even though I sec meaning in ite 

I also taped the interview with the parents and played it back to them before I left, 

 



4. I recall no reference to the raid in the NO FO records. It was included in the 

investigation, 

5e Because in this I am alleging lying and misrepresentation and withholding and notive 

for withholding I have located and attach 62=109060~6593. Some of it and the atbaehwont is 

Bee true, some false. Turner's story is fabrication, with some limited contact with 

reality: she wrote Geraci for me to tell hin I Redteved I could avoid his pedng, eallea : 
   

before the grand jury. And I did, 

Both Bringuier and the FBI forgot their earlier migrepresentations about the first 

Oswald-Bringuier contact. Bringuier disclosed this about the middle of page 2 on ' the . 

enclosure:"Bringuier related that he gain saw Geraci on August 5, 1963"( emphasis. added) 

Despite this the attachment cleses with the FBI's re—iteration of the August 5 meetin, 

  

only. 

i In thie record the FEL is éovering up for Bringuier. The Borne report was my 2: 

gouree of the homosexual agsault on Geraci. *t accounts in full for the incident, from gs 

  

Turner’ s weahine Geraci when he returned from running away from home to ake him to. 

  

Bpinguter and includes Bringuier's arranging for Geraci to stay where Ne was escenlbells 

uh The NO report does not represent that it has no information on tumnee, oie no 
-" 4nfiprmation it interprets as derogatory. 

Routing of a copy to Houston for no apparent reason is interesting because Turner 

had a Houston past, a more spectacular one subsequently, including jailing, and has 

' regularly represented to me that she is being supported by a federal agency es



After the father's death and the Garrison subpoena the mother, who was very dominating 

of Philip even then, ducided to tell me mores At that point Philip decided to tell then, already 
the mother and the lawyer, what 1 had told the lawyer but not the mothers 

One of the times Philip had run away from home, during his Civil Air Patrol days 

and after his mecting with Os swald, Bringuier set him up far a gangbang. Philip Was 

    

  

homosexual. The narcfink, my source referred to om Dione Turner, met Philip and took him. 

to bringuier's, ee Whence Bringuier sent “wm Philip tO thei it happened instead of home 

It was a joint called the Silver Dollar. It figures, if not in this connection, in FBI 
No. = investigations, also not in these mocordse In the Archives, however. 

Gust rf Several . The actual tine of the Bringuier-Oswald—Geraci neetinggs according to the mother 

and records the father gave he, Was aS soon as school was out for ah Summer y about 

May, whew the mother took Phillip and a friend to that part of town to buy CAP eee 

— she was at the dentist's. 

In proof of the date the father gave me copies of receipts Bringwier gave Palin, oN 

  

fe got Fal to sell anti—Castro "bonds" at 50¢ each. 

Meanwhile » pixie or otherwise, Oswald got Bringuier in trouble over the unlicensed — 

  

sping of bonds, as he later told Bringuier, after the fight Bringuier picked with hime 

x In early 1967 Philip was out of high school, workin® in New Orleans ‘and living. there, - 

; a not with his parents in Jefferson Parish, which is a suburbe They lived on Green, Mendowss..- 

. in Metairie. Garrison is publicly after Ferrie of the CHE and other connections. ‘Then - 

Ferrie dies, with George Lardner the last known person to have seen him alive. 

‘Then, suddenly, the FbI source/ Osvald CAP recruiter/Ferrie associate Vice Squad 

, -0'Sullivan and Jeff Parish Deputy Bourne in’ effect kidnap Philip, with his famtigbe assent, 

take hin out of valemis ¥arish and hide him for a week with an uncle. The story. is ‘that they 

are doing this for Garrison and tp "vrotect" philip. Off and on ‘for about a ieoil they 

question him, I omit uy opinions and repent what the mother confirms, that it had to. do 

With an alleged vice ving involving Ferrie, wo was a well-known. and charged homosexual 

Actually, I believe the word does not fit the mane 

In a very short time 4F Philip is in the Army and in VN.


